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Used Motorcycles and Parts

2016 Harley-Davidson CVO PRO STREET BREAKOUT
FXSE CVO BREAKOUT FXSE
View this car on our website at usedmotorcyclesandparts.com/6623545/ebrochure

Our Price $21,995
Specifications:
Year:

2016

VIN:

1HD1TG927GB959207

Make:

Harley-Davidson

Stock:

U959207-ILH

Model/Trim:

CVO PRO STREET BREAKOUT FXSE
CVO BREAKOUT FXSE

Condition:

Pre-Owned

Engine:

0 cc

Exterior:

Black

Mileage:

4,542

"This 2016 Harley-Davidson CVO PRO STREET BREAKOUT FXSE
CVO BREAKOUT FXSE features a 110ci SCREAMIN EAGLE 1803cc
cyl engine. The vehicle is Black with a Not Specified interior. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. - 2016 HARLEYDAVIDSON CVO PRO STREET BREAKOUT FXSE - This HarleyDavidson is in Excellent overall exterior condition - The CVOT Pro
Street Breakoutr is all about dark style and massive torque. It features
cutting-edge finishes with show-stopping paint and styling details fender
to fender. The Aggressor wheel mounts to a 240mm rear tire. The
forward controls, new race-inspired seat and handlebar create a riding
position perfect for prowling. And a Screamin' Eagler Twin Cam 110BT
engine with heavy breather intake, inverted forks and new dual-disc
front brakes mean the performance matches the power of its style. It's
our top-of-the-line take on long, dark American muscle.Where others
offered bright colours and bling, this blacked-out bruiser is darker and
meaner, with painstaking attention to detail ensuring this bike feels as
good as it looks. Exclusive Performance Cruiser Detailed with New
Dark FinishesHarley-Davidsonr Custom Vehicle Operations (CVO)T rewrites the factory-custom style book with the introduction of the 2016
CVOT Pro Street Breakoutr motorcycle, a limited-production model that
introduces a new, darker look utilizing cutting-edge finishes and textures
applied with an obsessive eye to design and detail. Steeped in dragracing attitude, the CVO Pro Street combines high-intensity
performance with a long, muscular look that's pure American street
machine.Harley-Davidson CVO motorcycles are customized using
premium components and exclusive paint treatments and surface
finishes combined with numerous items from Harley-Davidson Genuine
Motor Accessories. The CVO program is often used to introduce new
custom elements and techniques, and the dark styling direction of the
CVO Pro Street Breakout provided the Harley-Davidson design team
with an opportunity to utilize several new finish treatments.""The Pro
Street Breakout represents a new dimension of CVO motorcycles, ""
said Harley-Davidson Styling Director Brad Richards. ""The Pro Street
Breakout takes its cues from the streets and reflects our own changing
tastes. It still delivers the depth of detail and value and the bragging

tastes. It still delivers the depth of detail and value and the bragging
rights the CVO customer expects, for example. The Breakout really lent
itself to this new styling direction.""One new finish being introduced on
the CVO Pro Street Breakout model is called Smoke Satin
Chrome.""We worked intensely with our plating suppliers to develop the
hue and depth of Smoke Satin Chrome, and we are the first to use it in
the motorcycle industry, "" said Harley-Davidson Senior Stylist Dais
Nagao. ""It's a finish that looks really contemporary and exclusive but
also kind of sinister. We've carefully placed Smoke Satin Chrome next
to a black surface so it creates a layered effect. For example, the top
rocker cover is gloss black, and the lower cover is Smoke Satin
Chrome. It's on the exhaust header shields next to the black engine and
black mufflers. We used Smoke Satin Chrome on the oil lines and
fittings to add an unexpected detail.""Scorched Chrome, a second new
finish debuting on the CVO Pro Street Breakout, plates the Aggressor
custom wheels. Restyled derby and timing covers have a new,
mechanical look. Sheet metal is finished in solid Starfire Black or twotone White Gold Pearl/Starfire Black, each with a single hand-applied
graphic stripe flowing along the tank and rear fender to reinforce the
performance theme of the CVO Pro Street Breakout.That performance
is delivered by the Screamin' Eagler Twin Cam 110BT, the most-potent
Harley-Davidson production air-cooled engine. To extract maximum
performance the engine is fitted with black blunt-cut mufflers, an openelement Screamin' Eagler Heavy Breather Elite intake, and a high
performance Assist & Slip clutch with hydraulic actuation. To help the
rider take full advantage of the Screamin' Eagle power, the CVO Pro
Street Breakout is equipped with new 43mm inverted forks gripped in a
robust three-bolt t - Contact Motorcycle Sales at 888-933-7674 or
bob@usedmotorcyclestore.com for more information. -"
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and
fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any
remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple
expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the
best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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